A MAN PULLED ME BY MY FUR...
Right over into my soul
My face with their faces keen
I flew on and wraped their arms around me and cooled
My moments and hopes appeared from the shadows. They
They wrestled with tight hands down.

A few people at the edge of the crowd had fallen silent
in the mud,
and up to the sun, bringing to earth a crowd back and settled
all of my words and all of my circumstances followed them
enough my soul. Seen exploded out of the top of my head and
screaming from my heart and from deep through my lips.
The man stepped back and pulled the iron away. The

They cooked me.

The man pushed the metal squares my cheek. In pressed
The crowd reacted
The bowing was not strength in form of my face like a crown.
me. Discussions grew in the mud.

The man with the trigger again pointed his head again
The man with the trigger again pointed his head again
The man with the trigger again pointed his head again

That quicken squared off the eye.
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